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What is an M-Disk DVD 

Your Life. Engraved in stone. 

 

As a society, we use stone to preserve what is important to us and secure. Whether it is to 
build a house for our family, or the engraving of messages we choose stone that we  
know that they stand the test of time if it takes a thousand years. 
Compatible with both Mac and PC, the M-DISC ™ ReadyDrive enables you to engrave your files 
on the M-DISC ™. Once set, your files can not decay or degrade naturally and are readable with 
all DVD drives. Leading computer manufacturers such as LG, Acer and Dell already offer the  
M-DISC ™ ReadyDrive in their newer systems.  

 

Strong Sustainability & longevity 
M-Disc TM is made of inorganic and synthetic materials that can not be overwritten, deleted or 
damaged, by natural processes. Standard DVDs are mainly sensitive to light, heat and humidity 
making it decay over time. 
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FAQ's 

• Q). Can the M-DISC ™ are burned into my normal DVD drive? 
• A). No. Only the M-DISC READY ™ Drives can burn data on an M-DISC ™ disc. 
• Q). Why is the M-DISC ™ different than regular DVDs? 
• A). Most recordable DVDs, including the most expensive "Gold" archive DVDs, burn data 

into an organic dye layer. Organic dyes begins to degrade and disappear as soon as 
they are written. This leads to a condition called "data rot." This problem is so serious 
that the National Archives has warned that the sustainability of an ordinary DVD is 
usually 2-5 years. The M-DISC ™ contains no organic dyes. Instead, the M-DISC ™ 's 
data layer is composed of rock-like materials of which it is known that they will keep for 
centuries. The M-DISC ™ READY Drive test the M-DISC ™ s rocky layer and creates a 
permanent physical data record that is immune to rot dates.  

• Q). What is an M-DISC ™ READY Drive? 
• A). An M-DISC ™ READY Drive is a drive that can burn data to the M-DISC ™. Most LG 

drives are now M-DISC READY ™. They are currently the only burners (both DVD and 
BD / DVD types) that are available and are manufactured by LG, however, both ACER & 
DELL computers intend to offer M-DISC ™ Support in some of their computer models. 
Other brands drives and PC models are expected to be available later in 2013 by other 
manufacturers. 

• Q). Can the M-DISC ™ be read by standard DVD drives? 
• A). Yes. The M-DISC ™ READY Drive engraves the M-DISC ™ in a compatible data 

format that can be read by most quality DVD drives. 
• Q). Is M-DISC ™ and M-DISC ™ READY Drive Compatible with both Mac 

computers and PCs?  
• A). Yes, the M-DISC ™ READY Drive is compatible with both Macs and PCs. In fact, our 

products will work with most operating systems, as long as your computer has up-to-
date software which supports optical drives and disk interface, usually USB or SATA. All 
Windows and Mac OS X operating systems provide DVD drive software support, 
including the ability to engrave information on the M-DISC ™. The reason why some 
stations, especially Blu-ray drives are considered by the manufacturer exclusively for PC 
use, because the software provided with the drive only for a PC, not because of a basic 
hardware incompatibility. If the optical drive you want to buy is described as being 
exclusively for PC, the model can generally be used on a Mac, but you are than 
dependent on purchasing a separate 3rd-party burning software package for burning 
discs. Two software packages are well accepted for Mac OS X Final Cut Pro and Roxio 
Toast Titanium. 

• Q). How much data can contain the M-DISC ™?  
• A). The M-DISC ™ has a capacity of 4.7 gigabytes. 
• Q). How operates the external M-DISC ™ READY Drive interface with my 

computer?  
• A). Simply connect the M-DISC READY ™ into a USB port. The external M-DISC READY 

™ drive is a portable burner with an industry standard USB 2.0 interface. 
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• Q). How fast can a M-DISC ™ READY Drive burn data on an M-DISC ™?A). 
Typical write speeds for DVDs range from 4x to 24x. An M-DISC ™ can, at this time, be 
described in the 4x speed. 

• Q). What does "burning a disk" mean?  
• A). "Burning a disc" refers to writing data to optical media (CDs, DVDs or Blu-Rays). In 

this case, this means copying files and other data from your computer to an M-DISC ™ 
using the M-DISC READY ™ Drive. 

• Q). Why is an M-DISC ™ READY Drive different from an ordinary DVD writer? 
• A). An M-DISC Ready ™ Drive differed in the extent of regular DVD-writers, because it 

has been designed to place a permanent physical structure (to be etched) in the rock-
like data layer of the M-DISC ™. 

• Q). Can I delete or remove files from the M-DISC ™? 
• A). No, the M-DISC ™ is designed to archive the recorded information permanently. 

Once the information is burned it can not be changed. 
• Q). Can I add additional files to an M-DISC ™ after it is burned?  
• A). Some application software have the ability to add additional files to the disk (multi-

session), if it has not yet been completed (sometimes referred to as finalizing or closing 
the disk). Consult your software documentation for more information. This multi-session 
function may be, or not, by default enabled in your software. 

• Q). Do I have the M-DISC ™ disc close after writing data? 
• A). (Closing a disk can also be referred to as "close session" or "fix the disk") finalizing 

the disc guarantees maximum readback capability on other DVD drives. Note: you can 
only complete when you're ready to burn data to the disk, you will be unable to add 
additional data to the disk after it has been completed. Consult your burning software 
for proper procedures to close a disc or finalize. 

• Q). Can I use an M-DISC ™ READY Drive data to M-DISC ™ burning without a 
computer? 

• A). No, the M-DISC ™ READY Drive required compound to be read with a computer and 
/ or to write. 

• Q). Which computers can I use with the M-DISC ™ READY Drive?  
• A). The M-DISC ™ READY Drive works with most computers and operating systems. 

Windows ® XP, Windows ® Vista, Windows ® 7, Windows ® 8, Windows 8.1 and 
Windows 10 but also a Mac ® OS X and Linux are supported. 

• Q). What burning software is compatible with the M-DISC ™ READY Drive? 
• A). Almost every DVD burning software will work with the M-DISC READY ™ Drive. 

Indeed, the current operating systems (Windows 8 and 10, Mac OS X) come with 
compatible software installed by default and automatically recognizes the M-DISC 
READY ™ Drive. In addition, the M-DISC ™ READY Drive works with the most common 
software from third parties. Some older operating systems like Windows XP in most 
cases requires a third-party software. 
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• Q). How can you prove that the M-DISC ™ will be preserved for centuries? 
• A). There are international standards for estimating the lifetime of an archive to optical 

media. The ECMA-379 (2nd edition, December 2008) is a widely recognized standard 
that the effects of temperature and relative humidity test. Researchers at Millenniata 
have the M-DISC ™ tested using the ECMA-379 temperature and humidity (85 ° C / 
85% RH), and other elements added in order to make possible the most rigorous 
testing. They have temperature and humidity (85 ° C / 85% RH) tested, combined with 
extreme exposure to the full-spectrum of natural light. The M-DISC ™ was the only 
survivor of this rigorous testing. Given the combination of the M-DISC ™ 's test results 
and his rock-like data layer is reasonable to conclude that the M-DISC ™ has a longer 
life and durability than any competing drives. 

• Q). What temperature can the M-DISC ™ resist? 
• A). The M-DISC ™ can withstand temperatures of 176 ° F (80 ° C) for days without this 

having any effect on the data or the readability of the data in a standard DVD drive. To 
maximize the archiving period, it is not recommended an M-DISC under these 
circumstances ™ to archive it. 

• Q). Can the M-DISC ™ UV rays and withstand prolonged exposure to the sun? 
• A). M-DISC ™ products can withstand the full spectrum of the sun, including UV rays, for 

days without affecting the data or the readability of the data in a standard DVD drive. 
For the purpose of archiving and to maximize the service life, it is not recommended 
that M-DISC ™ products are kept under these conditions. 

• Q). The M-DISC ™ can last for centuries, but why should that be of interest, 
such as DVD players do not last so long?  

• A). Any storage technology are struggling with the same problem. The M-DISC ™ is 
unique in that it offers options that did not exist before. The stability of the M-DISC ™ 
enables people to migrate data at their own pace. This is in contrast to the 
contemporary storage technology which continuously forces them to guarantee a 
constant and expensive physical rotation of the stored data before the service life of the 
media and data has expired. This frustrating and costly problem disappears with the M-
DISC ™. No longer will people be forced to rotate data to a new storage medium for 
data rot. Whether it takes 10 or 20 years, your data will be safely etched onto the M-
DISC ™. 

• Q). What is the best method for labeling M-DISC ™ products? 
• A). We suggest only label the container in which the M-DISC ™ is stored. If you want to 

label the M-DISC ™ itself, we encourage you to highlight only the inner hub of the disc, 
which is where no data is recorded. There is, at this time, no information is available 
which indicates unambiguously what is happening with a M-DISC ™ occurs after some 
time, as this has been described labeled or over an area that contains data. 

• Q). How M-DISC ™ products best store / archive in order to prolong their life? 
• A). The M-DISC ™ is extremely durable and not corrupt, even in extreme conditions 

(heat, humidity, light, etc.). Nevertheless, we recommend M-DISC ™ products to keep 
them upright and in plastic or steel containers specifically for this type of medium are 
made, and in a cool, dry storage space, free from extremes in temperature. 
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• Q). What is the capacity of the M-DISC ™ DVD in terms of photos, music or 
videos? 

• A). Using estimates an average file size, each M-DISC ™ DVD: 
 • Can contain up to 8000 pictures 
 • Is there room for up to 1200 music tracks 
 • Can hold up to 240 minutes of video 
 • And it can archive up to 100,000 documents 

• Q). Where Can I Buy an M-DISC ™ READY Drive? 
• A). An M-DISC READY ™ Drive can be purchased at many resellers and retail locations.  
• Q). Can I burn regular DVDs on an M-DISC ™ READY DVD-RW Drive? 
• A). Yes, you can burn regular DVDs in addition to M-Disc DVD for an M-DISC ™ READY 

DVD-RW drive.   

 

 

                                                  


